
                      More FREEDOM, Yes! => But First: 
  

                                   

                    This Raw TRUTH => Will SHOCK You!  

                                                >> CLICK <<   

 

We may have ‘already spoken’ by phone, and briefly - I also shared with you, 

(2) problems:  1st was about the S-T-R-E-S-S that many (most)        (Click) >>  

PROFESSIONALS are going through right now (including - Realtors - Nurses - 

Teachers + ) … and 2nd was about an Ugly T-R-U-T-H being exposed [on Consumer 

Fraud]! … and a Brilliant SOLUTION … for BOTH of these PROBLEMS … and one that is 

helping tens of thousands of people - to create a BETTER LIFE for themselves, their 
families, their friends!  And YOU can too!  What follows is a B-R-I-E-F overview only. Also, 
with JOB LOSSES + INFLATION + high INTEREST RATES, etc, - many in North America 
ARE really HURTING - and “what follows” might truly help them too. 

 

 
 

BOTTOM LINE - For years, our Group has helped people make a Smart SWITCH - one 

that has given them - much more FREEDOM in their lives ((Financial freedom + Health 

freedom + Time freedom)).  H-O-W? Well, we became a trusted source for them - AND we 

gained their confidence - AND we provided them with continual proof. BUT … first: 

SHOCKING! In “addition to” the INFLATION + high INTEREST 

RATES + SCAMS out there - other (shocking!) “realities” are at 

play - that very few of us, as CONSUMERS - are even aware of,  

and that will likely SHOCK you too … as much as they did me. 

Yes, the TRUTH here is absolutely “appalling” in its overall application … 

The GIANT RETAILERS - We get many of our goods at the BIG 
BOX Stores - Walmart // Target // CVS // Amazon // Best Buy // 
Home Depot, etc. and - as much as most of us do “like” to shop 
at these “Big Guys” … many of us may not know that when we 
do "give our money" to these Big Box Stores - we are really saying that - it is "good to send 
our money to other countries", instead of keeping it right here, ‘supporting’ them, LOCALLY.   

This is NOT to “bash” These B-I-G GUYS (the massive Retailers) - NO! … this is simply to 
‘expose’ a sober T-R-U-T-H … one that the vast majority of consumers are not aware of.   

[[ Note: In a Side eBiz … I work with a trusted, North American - CONSUMER GOODS MANUFACTURER - 
helping people Switch Their Spending - "from" the highly TOXIC products they’re buying each month, over at 
WALMART ... TARGET ... AMAZON, etc, - to our WELLNESS products, instead - which are ALL => 100% 

CHEMICAL FREE, healthy, SAFE, and even less expensive!  MORE on this, below! ]] 
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The (11) ‘MANUFACTURERS’! - Ok, the Big Box RETAILERS 

[Walmart, etc], sell us millions of “goods” - mainly, from ELEVEN 

(11) different, huge MANUFACTURERS - “conglomerates” - that 

own virtually 97% of ALL brands!  These “same” Manufacturers 

control virtually ALL of the shelf space - real estate - advertising - 

the W-O-R-K-S.  To see this >>>>> Click HERE  +  >>>> HERE. 

 

PRODUCTS we use: Make-Up // Sunscreen // Perfume // Baby Powder // for Cleaning // 

Plastic Water Bottles // Cookware // Air Fresheners // Spray Cleaners (Clorox - Fantastik - 

Febreze - Formula 409 - Easy-Off - Lysol - Mr. Clean - Spic & Span) // Body Wash // Bug 

Repellent // Deodorant // Candles // Dental Floss - on, and on)!  Now, look at THIS: 

 

MANUFACTURERS we patronize, like - Procter & Gamble // Johnson & Johnson // 

Unilever // Merck // Pfizer // etc, - who “lace” (innocent!) consumers with: 

 

TOXIC Chemicals! - such as - Formaldehyde-releasers // Parabens // Asbestos // BPA // 

Diethyl Phthalate (DEP) // Pesticides // Polycyclic musks // Mercury // Quaternium-15 // 

Tagates.// Triclosan // 1,4 Dioxaneh, etc.  

 

RESULT? - Many of these "poisons" have been inked to: hormone disruption - birth 

defects - diabetes - obesity - heart disease - certain cancers … and much M-O-R-E! 
  

CHOICES? - So, you and I walk into any BIG BOX Retail Store - thinking we have all of 

these many "different" choices … yet, it all winds back to these (11) Multi-National, 

globally influential, huge MANUFACTURING Conglomerates! Truthfully - we really do 

NOT have a lot of "choice" at all.  Let’s dig “deeper” on this - - - 

OWNERSHIP? - Now, "behind" these Manufacturers (all of which 

are PUBLIC companies) => the question is - who actually OWNS 

them (who are the shareholders)? 

Well, the major stockholders, in most of them (and this is public info.) 

are => Blackrock // Vanguard // State Street. So, the DOLLARS that 

we spend at these Big Box Stores - and Manufacturers - actually go 

to a very SMALL handful of BILLIONAIRES. So, basically - it is the 

BIG Guys -vs- the LITTLE Guys - like you and me. Now, note THIS:  

Average WORKERS, globally (the "little guys") lost $3.7 TRILLION in "wages" during the 

COVID PANDEMIC (women, and Gen Z, suffering the "biggest" losses) - "earnings" lost - 

due to Small Businesses "closing" // "layoffs" // etc. (we don’t want this to happen again)! 

Whereas during this exact same period, BILLIONAIRES globally, made $3.9 TRILLION!  

This was an exact TRANSFER OF WEALTH => but, in the WRONG direction! So, those 

that needed it the "least" (the Billionaires) … took away $3.9 Trillion (with a "T") … from 

those that needed it the "most".  
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KILLING Small Businesses - YES, we all know what happens 

when B-I-G BOX Stores come to town - S-M-A-L-L Businesses 

are often put OUT of business. Yes, the “evils” of => GOLIATH. 

Despite the ravages of COVID on tens of thousands of Small 

Businesses, world wide -- or, a lack of capital funding -- or, poor 

marketing practices -- the fact is => the competition from BIG BOX stores HURT them. 

And when this happens, the whole community changes, in part, 

because the BIG BOX intrusion can undermine Small Business 

ENTREPRENEURIALISM - undermine RETAIL WAGES - create 

a false sense of PROSPERITY. NOT really a ‘desired’ outcome.  

‘SUPPORT’ LOCAL SMALL BUSINESSES! >>> Click HERE. 
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LAWSUITS - All we have to do is GOOGLE it, and we will quickly 

learn there are numerous articles on => RECALLS & FINES => on 

Product Liability LAWSUITS. To see “more” on this => Click HERE. 

And these are real stories - about real people - just like you and me, 

that drink and eat these UNhealthy - UNsafe products - or somehow 

get them on our skin, or in our eyes => because of those “product MANUFACTURERS”. 

Our KIDS + Our HOMES! - In many cases it’s our CHILDREN who get hurt - because 

they too, get into this TOXIC stuff. In a lot of cases, the damage becomes "permanent" - 

and sometimes, these children even LOSE THEIR LIVES! And our HOMES! - ALL part 

of the "negligent business model" of these careless Manufacturing Conglomerates! 

WARNINGS! - Kids don’t READ! Look at the Warning Label on products, like CLOROX! 
 

Cheaper to Just ‘PAY OUT’? - So, what they figured out is => it was 

simply making more "financial sense" TO PAY $$$ OUT when our 

kids get hurt - than it does => to make SAFE PRODUCTS! WOW. 

They certainly DO "know how" to make safe products - but then, the 

"ingredients are more expensive" for that safety => so guess what??? 

Their PROFITS get hit! It’s all about the M-O-N-E-Y - period - period! It is a very DIRTY 

business secret ... but => it gets even WORSE ... 

 

 It’s Built Right INTO The Pricing - Every time you and I "buy" one 

of their products - like say, when we buy a jug of TIDE - a nickel, or 

a dime, or two cents (don’t know how much exactly, but "some part" of 

that purchase price) => actually goes into a "fund" … to P-A-Y for 

their LEGAL DEFENSE costs - every time one of their [numerous!] LAWSUITS occurs. 

In other words, WE are (indirectly) paying for their need to "cover” the NEGLIGENCE 

Litigations they face! It’s very convoluted - again, it’s their "dirty little secret". 

So, it is "truly" a DAVID & GOLIATH situation here - between OUR 

eStore RETAILER, of Clean / Safe / Healthy products … and all of 

those GIANT MANUFACTURERS - who are "wealthy" - and could 

truly, CARE LESS about this!! See DETAILS! >>>>> CLICK HERE. 

What’s been missing here (sadly!) is >>>> Consumer EDUCATION. 

 

IMPORTANT  We're talking only about the "necessities" here - the 

"essentials". There will be many Goods & Services ‘needed’ [from 

some BIG BOX Stores, “including” Walmart, etc] - that our eStore does NOT carry (i.e. stoves - 

fridges - furniture - toys - electronics - clothing, etc). 

BUT - we can even help you there, too! - with a Retail PARTNERS option - of now, over 1,000 

‘OUTSIDE’ Stores - again, ”including” Walmart , etc- [and all Online] - bringing us (you) EXTRA 

Rewards & BENEFITS for YOU [with its MBNA M/Card] >>>>>>> via the MARKETPLACE.        
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SWITCH - WE decided to "switch" - and our TEAM [The SWITCH Team] found an 

exceptional, small, Direct-To-Consumer RETAILER (and the manufacturer) … who 

“competes” with (3) of these massive MANUFACTURERS … head- to-head … on 

400+ PRODUCTS - against - Unilever - Proctor & Gamble - Johnson & Johnson. 

A "USA" COMPANY - It is family owned, with basically everything 

made "in the USA" -- by 3000+ USA employees -- whose taxes are 

paid "within" the USA. This outstanding eBiz Enterprise has been in 

business for over 38 years now - and they manufacture all of their products themselves. 

 
 

They Have a Factory, Direct-To-Consumer "eBiz model" … 

with an ONLINE eStore (of WELLNESS products, in 19 countries ). 

This means you buy at WHOLESALE - "directly" from them - and 

there are NO "middle" people involved. None. 

This D2C company manufactures all of its OWN products - but it completely avoids all 

stores, all advertisers, and all middlemen - relying instead - strictly on "word-of-mouth" 

marketing - from its existing, satisfied, loyal CUSTOMER base [and it’s a gigantic  one]. 

 

 
PRINCIPLES - What we found, first - in this family-owned Factory - 

was => an overwhelming Corporate HONOR, with things done - the 

RIGHT WAY - for the RIGHT REASONS - to the RIGHT PEOPLE. 

They have established a strong CULTURE - one in which, not only 

their EMPLOYEES - but also, their CONSUMERS - are happy - and 

therefore => their 38+ year old D2C eBUSINESS continues to flourish. 

 

 
PRODUCTS - Then, we found that their (Wellness) Products were - of 

High QUALITY - of Superior SAFETY - of Reasonable PRICING - and 

with => an "already established" RE-ORDER RATE - of 97% (unheard 

of).  Their loyal consumers LOVE their 400+ PRODUCT Portfolio. 

Most importantly, they would NEVER, ever risk YOUR health by using 

"unsafe" ingredients. Further, they have NOT paid out one single penny in "any" type of 

Product LIABILITY Claim - NO LAWSUITS - within their nearly (40) year history! Never. 

AND, this could be a HOME-Based (‘Side’) eBiz, ‘especially’ attractive for => WOMEN.       
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SAVINGS - By “skipping” certain products in the B-I-G BOX Stores -

with all of their heavy COSTS - and instead, going Factory Direct – 

YOU will "SAVE 60%". And our eStore puts it all into => BETTER 

ingredients - S-A-F-E-R ingredients - and HEALTHIER ingredients. 

So - at the end of the day - you get better, safer, healthier - and cheaper - Wellness 

PRODUCTS - from Online - delivered to your front door [again, for LESS money].       

 

 
REFERRALS? - As the excitement level grows - from "discovering" 

this extraordinary USA Manufacturer - Happy Consumers DO "quickly 

tell OTHERS" about it - and when THEY join (and they “also” shop), big 

Referral REWARD$ are "paid out" to the REFERORS. See HERE. 

 

 
EXTRA INCOME (Residual)? - We have many thousands of people 

earning an extra: $500/mo - $1,000/mo - $5,000/mo - $10,000/mo + 

Home Based - ONLINE - And what’s so great about this is => it does 

NOT INTERFERE with “whatever else” you might be doing, as it can 

simply become a ‘SIDE HUSTLE eBusiness’ - from getting others to SWITCH STORES. 

 

EXAMPLES of Stable [RESIDUAL] Monthly Income (taken from STATS - ‘Actual’ Earnings!) 

a) Refer (70) new SHOPPERS (SD)   => [high = $197,000/yr] – [avg = $  75,000/yr] + [Car Bon $ 500/mo] 

b) Refer (115) new SHOPPERS (ED) => [high = $820,000/yr] – [avg = $180,000/yr] + [Car Bon $1000/mo] 

c) Refer (160) new SHOPPERS (ND) => [high = $1.5 mill./yr] – [avg = $470,000/yr] + [Car Bon $1200/mo] 

MORE EXAMPLES ($ approx): Refer (10) = $2,000/mo -- Refer (40) = $5,000/mo + [Car Bonuses]  

EXTRAS: Qualify for … exciting BONUSES ... new CARS ... great CRUISES + + + (all "paid" for)! 

 
 

SO many people are hungry for additional INCOME - with INFLATION still raging - and 

GAS PRICES soaring, etc.  People ARE hurting.  But the wonderful thing here is - such 

EXTRA Income can be generated AUTOMATICALLY (even when you SLEEP) … “while” 

YOU are enjoying [safer / healthier / cheaper / USA made] Consumer PRODUCTS 

 -vs- continuing to support those H-U-G-E (11) unsavory CONGLOMERATES.  
 

 
 

<= (Click) This Online, Home-Based, eBiz does provide for you 

(for ALL of us) an on-going - reliable - monthly income - month, 

after month, after month (= RESIDUAL Income) … to give us what 

“everybody” wants – more F-R-E-E-D-O-M in our lives… YES!  

So click on the image, to learn what RESIDUAL Income truly is.  
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QUESTION? - But the much bigger “question” is => what 

actually IS >>> F.R.E.E.D.O.M??  Well, - we suggest to 

you, that it is where you really do => O-W-N Your Life! 

 

And, to better “understand” this (and the [3] factors that comprise it!) - we recommend 

you take the time to study (and save) the following LINK >>>>>>> Rx4Freedom.com.  
 

 
 
 

Note - this [as a SIDE eBIZ] is absolutely => NOT MLM // Network Marketing -or- 

Affiliate Marketing. NO. This is more like - RespectfuleCommerce - and ALL of what 

you review here WILL be fully explained … IF … IF you should decide to JOIN with us.  

  

(6-Min Video) - by one of my eBiz Partners (Wendy), who 'exels' as … 
Artist Extraordinaire / Online Education & Marketing Expert / Animal Fan / 
Loving Mom / Humanitarian / eBiz Coach / Health & Wellness Advocate … 
Check this >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Click HERE. 

 
 

 
 

 

<< (Click)  This has been PART I.  After checking out ALL of the 

above [there’s a LOT!] - if YOU are HOOKED [like I was], then let’s 

RE-CONNECT. Yes, there is WORK involved (initially), for sure - but 

compared to the potential REWARDS - it is minimal. 
 

We're ALL bombarded with "information overload" these days - I do apologize if 

I’m guilty of that here - I just want you to have the FACTS about all of this.       

 

Now if you’re not “hooked” - that is OK too. The ‘whole purpose’ of this eDOC is 

simply to give you solid INFORMATION - first - before making ANY decision.  
 

PART II explains EXACTLY “what” this IS [a place that ENHANCES LIVES].  
 

A great many PROFESSIONALS have already joined us [Realtors / Nurses / 

Teachers / Biologists / Fitness Coaches / Pharmacists / Dietitians / etc / etc / etc. 

Please know that I am ‘here’ for you - 100% - and I’m just a PHONE CALL - or an 

eMAIL – away.  I’d love to hear from you!           (I’m in Ajax / ON / Canada). 
 

 
 

Q: What is => ‘Your’ W-H-Y?  
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